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Key Points:12

• Heterogeneity of thunderstorm electric field can lead to the enhancement of en-13

ergetic particle flux14

• A new technique of modeling particle propagation in electric field is developed15

• The model with nonuniform electric field fits the observed directional pattern of16

TGFs17
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Abstract18

Relativistic runaway electron avalanches (RREAs) are generally accepted as a source of19

thunderstorms gamma-ray radiation. Avalanches can multiply in the electric field via20

the relativistic feedback mechanism based on processes with gamma-rays and positrons.21

This paper shows that a non-uniform electric field geometry can lead to the new RREAs22

multiplication mechanism - “reactor feedback”, due to the exchange of high-energy par-23

ticles between different accelerating regions within a thundercloud. A new method for24

the numerical simulation of RREA dynamics within heterogeneous electric field struc-25

tures is proposed. The developed analytical description and the numerical simulation en-26

ables us to derive necessary conditions for TGF occurrence in the system with the re-27

actor feedback Observable properties of TGFs influenced by the proposed mechanism28

are discussed.29

1 Introduction30

High-energy radiation originating from thunderclouds can be registered by detec-31

tors on satellites and on the ground surface. Intense bursts of photons with energy 1032

keV – 100 MeV lasting 0.1–5 ms are called terrestrial gamma-ray flashes (TGFs) and are33

usually observed from satellites (Fishman et al., 1994). Thunderstorms ground enhance-34

ments (TGEs) and gamma-glows can be observed under thunderclouds and have a du-35

ration up to several hours (Chilingarian, 2011; A. Gurevich et al., 2016; Torii et al., 2009).36

The gamma-radiation of thunderclouds is caused by bremsstrahlung of runaway electrons,37

which accelerate and multiply in the electric field, forming relativistic runaway electron38

avalanches (RREAs) (A. Gurevich et al., 1992; J. Dwyer et al., 2012). Numerical esti-39

mations show that 104–1013 RREAs, about 106 runaway electrons in each one, are re-40

quired to cause a TGF observable from space (J. R. Dwyer & Cummer, 2013; A. V. Gure-41

vich & Zybin, 2001; Khamitov & Nozik, 2020). There are two models of TGF produc-42

tion discussed up to day. The lightning leader model assumes that avalanches emitting43

gamma-rays originate from thermal electrons accelerated in the strong local electric field44

of the lightning leader tip (Moss et al., 2006). The relativistic feedback model firstly in-45

troduced in (J. R. Dwyer, 2003) considers the multiplication of avalanches and can lead46

to the self-sustaining development of RREAs: generation of a large number of avalanches47

even without an external source of high-energy particles (J. R. Dwyer, 2007).48

The relativistic feedback model describes the creation of new avalanches by positrons49

or energetic photons of the initial avalanche in the region with above-critical electric field.50

A new avalanche can be created by a particle that moves towards the start on an ini-51

tial avalanche. It should be noted that all the particles, including gamma-photons, are52

radiated mainly along with the avalanche development. Thus, the efficiency of the rel-53

ativistic feedback mechanism is limited by the probability for a positron or gamma-ray54

to obtain the speed in the direction reverse to the movement of the avalanche. The ef-55

ficiency of creation of new avalanches can be higher if it does not require a reversal of56

the particle movement. To discuss this possibility, let us consider the electric field struc-57

ture, which is nonuniform on a scale greater than the avalanche length. In this case, par-58

ticles emitted by the initial avalanche can reach regions with the direction of the elec-59

tric field different from that in the region of the initial avalanche. Thus, the change of60

direction required for a particle to create a RREA will be smaller than that in the uni-61

form field. For this reason, the initial avalanche can create more new avalanches. More-62

over, each of the new avalanches emits particles mainly along itself, and some of them63

can reach the region of the initial avalanche, enhancing it. The described processes lead64

to the creation of new avalanches and amplification of the initial one, and hereinafter are65

referred to as the “reactor model”. The new kind of feedback occurring in the uniform66

electric field is called “reactor feedback”.67
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This paper presents the numerical simulation and the analytical description of the68

reactor model. The spatial distribution and the time dependence of gamma-ray flux are69

calculated. The conditions for TGF occurrence within a reactor thundercloud are de-70

rived. In the 5 section predictions of the model are compared with observation data and71

conclusions of other modeling studies. Question of the electric cloud structure and ap-72

plicability of the model of the reactor structure is addressed.73

2 Random reactor model74

The reactor model describes the interaction of avalanches developing in regions of75

the strong (above-critical) electric field, which are further called ”cells”. The ”reactor76

feedback” can occur in a thundercloud with a complex electric structure, consisting of77

several cells with different directions of the electric field. Figure 3 illustrates the inter-78

action of cells in the reactor structure. Let a seed electron form a RREA within one of79

the cells. The RREA produces gamma-rays via bremsstrahlung. On thunderstorm al-80

titudes the mean free path of gamma-rays is about several hundred meters or more (40081

m for 1 MeV gamma on 10 km altitude (M.J. Berger & Olsen, 2010)), so gamma-photons82

can move through regions with the under-critical field, and reach another cell and pro-83

duce RREAs in it. A new RREA, similarly to the initial one, radiates gamma-rays, which84

can generate RREAs in other cells of the thundercloud. The closer the direction of the85

field is to the direction to the other cell, the greater the probability of creating a new86

avalanche in the initial cell by the radiation of secondary avalanches. By the described87

way, the complexity of the electric field structure can lead to self-sustainable RREA mul-88

tiplication due to the exchange of high-energy particles between cells. In other words,89

RREA in different strong field regions can amplify each other. A great number of RREAs90

developed under the influence of the reactor feedback can be sufficient for the produc-91

tion of TGF (Zelenyi et al., 2019).92

Figure 1. The scheme of the electric field

distribution in a cloud, within the model of the

completely random reactor. Yellow regions are

“cells” with the quasi-uniform field sufficient

for the RREA development. The electric field

outside cells is under-critical.

Figure 2. The electron avalanche created by

a gamma-photon produces new gamma-photons

in the strong field region, one of the cells of the

reactor structure.

Fig.2 shows the diagram of gamma-ray multiplication in the strong field region. High93

energy photon interacts with air via Compton scattering, photo-effect of electron-positron94

pair production, leading to the production of the high energy electron, which might pro-95

duce a RREA. The RREA emits gamma-rays, leading to the multiplication of the ini-96

tial high-energy photon. The electric field outside the cell is under-critical, so the ener-97
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Figure 3. The dynamics of relativistic runaway electron avalanches in complex thunderstorm

electric field structures.

getic electrons are quickly absorbed by the air. If an energetic electron reaches another98

cell, it can initiate a RREA, similarly to a gamma-photon.99

The reactor feedback can be conveniently discussed within the electric field of the100

structure hereinafter called ”completely random” (Zelenyi et al., 2019), which consists101

of a huge number of cells with different directions of the electric field, Figure 1. The multi-102

cell random structure exhibits a chain reaction of gamma-ray interactions with cells. The103

described high-energy particle dynamics brings to mind the behavior of neutrons in a104

nuclear reactor. For this reason, the concept of exchange of relativistic particles between105

strong field regions is called the “reactor model”.106

3 Simulation107

The movement of runaway electrons is defined by the electric field, while bremsstrahlung108

gamma-rays can move through the cloud uninfluenced by the electrical structure. Con-109

sequently, RREAs dynamics within a thundercloud can be described as RREAs devel-110

oping in a region with the strong quasi-uniform electric field and energetic particles prop-111

agating between strong field regions and initiating RREAs in it. For this reason, behav-112

ior of RREAs in the complex electric field structure can be conveniently modeled in two113

stages: microscopic (RREA development in strong field regions, simulated using GEANT4)114

and macroscopic (propagation of particles between regions of RREA development, de-115

scribed by the original model). The approach presented below requires rather less com-116

putational time than straightforward modeling.117
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3.1 Microscopic simulation118

The microscopic Monte Carlo modeling describes the development of a RREA within119

a cell, calculates cross-sections of high-energy particle interactions. The microscopic mod-120

eling is carried out for different values of the initial speed of the electron for calculat-121

ing energy, momentum, and spatial distributions of resulting particles. Figure 4 presents122

the dependence of gamma-ray attenuation length and the mean free path before the pro-123

duction of runaway electrons on the air density, obtained by GEANT4 simulation. It turned124

out that the vast majority of the electrons produced by gamma-rays have critical energy.125

For this reason, the dependence of the length of runaway electrons production on the elec-126

tric field is negligible.127
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Figure 4. The results of modeling gamma-rays using GEANT4 (black triangles) and ap-

proximation (blue curves). Gamma-ray energy is 7 MeV, cell length is 4 km. Characteristic

gamma-ray decay length depending on the air density (left) and characteristic length of runaway

electron production by gamma-rays, depending on the air density (right).

A high-energy particle interacting with a cell produces a seed electron that can ini-128

tiate a RREA. The momentum direction of a generated seed electron is random, thus,129

in general, this electron has to turn in the direction against the cell electric field to pro-130

duce a RREA. Consequently, one of the crucial parameters of the energetic particle is131

the probability of a reversal of the generated electron. In this paper, the GEANT4 sim-132

ulation was carried out to calculate the reversal probability depending on the param-133

eters of the electric field structure. Seed electrons were launched from the middle of the134

cell with fixed energy and momentum direction. The resulting RREA was investigated135

using the detector modeled at the edge of the cell. If the seed electron produces a RREA136

then it has reversed, otherwise, it was absorbed and it did not have any further impact137

on RREAs dynamics within the thundercloud. In this study, the electron reversal prob-138

ability was calculated as the number of reversed seed electrons divided by the total num-139

ber of launched seed electrons.140

The electron reversal probability depends on the electric field in the cell, air den-141

sity, seed electron energy, and momentum direction. The calculated dependences of av-142

erage parameters of energetic particles on the electric field and air density are used in143

the macroscopic simulation described in the next subsection. To obtain the average re-144

versal probability, the probability of electron reversal calculated using Geant4 was con-145

voluted with seed electron energy spectrum and momentum direction distribution. The146
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spectrum of seed electrons is defined by the RREAs spectrum. It is known from previ-147

ous works that RREAs spectrum relatively slightly depends on the electric field value148

and air density (Babich, 2020). Moreover, seed electrons producing a RREA in one cell149

are usually emitted by the RREA developing in other cells. For this reason, we apply150

the approximation of the similar spectrum of seed electron for all parameters of the elec-151

trical structure. The probability of a seed electron to produce a RREA was modeled for152

an isotropic source of 1 MeV seed electrons, Figures 5 and ??. In the case of the under-153

critical electric field, RREAs can not develop, which means that the probability of RREA154

generation is 0. For the electric field higher than the critical value the probability is close155

to 1. The characteristic spatial scale of electron reversal is below 2 meters for 1 MeV elec-156

tron, which is much less than the typical size of the cell.157

P

(
E

ρ

)
=


1
2 ·
(

1 + erf
(

3.0378Eρ − 0.0074
))

, 3.0378Eρ − 0.0074 ≤ 0

1
2 ·
(

1 +
3.0378Eρ −0.0074

1+(3.0378Eρ −0.0074)

)
, 3.0378Eρ − 0.0074 ≥ 0

(1)

Figure 5. Probability for a high energy seed

electron to produce a RREA depending on the

electric field value: the GEANT4 modeling

results (dots) and the quadratic interpolation

(lines).

Figure 6. Probability for a high energy seed

electron to produce a RREA depending on the

ratio of the electric field strength and the air

density (E
ρ

): the fit with sigmoid function 1 for

the GEANT4 simulation for the 1 MeV electron.

3.2 Macroscopic simulation158

Contrary to the microscopic simulation carried out using GEANT4, the macroscopic159

modeling operates with averaged parameters of energetic particles and does not take into160

account individual events of particle interaction. The interaction of cells is caused mainly161

by high-energy photons because their movement is not influenced by the electric field162

and the interaction with air is rather smaller than that for electrons. The impact of the163

runaway electron transport between cells can be neglected. For this reason, the performed164

macroscopic modeling characterizes the propagation of high-energy photons between strong165

field regions within the thundercloud.166

The macroscopic model is implemented in Kotlin (Nozik, 2019). The source code167

and distributions of the macroscopic model implemented in Kotlin (Nozik, 2019) are avail-168

able in (altavir, 2020). Simulation describes two types of particles: runaway electrons169
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(with energy above Gurevich critical energy for given altitude and electric field) and pho-170

tons (with the energy above the energy of runaway electron) capable of creating runaway171

electrons via the photo-ionization process. Each particle is characterized by the origin172

point. The movement of the particle is described by the velocity vector and energy.173

Within a macroscopic simulation, cells can be implemented in two different ways.174

The first way is to divide the thundercloud volume into cells before the simulation run.175

The second way is to generate cells on the run: in this case, the start of the cell is de-176

fined as the point of a RREA production. The second option is implemented in the mod-177

eling described below.178

The macroscopic simulation is based on the following assumptions:179

• A photon moves in the same direction until the interaction. Distance between the180

origin point and the interaction point is described by the exponential dependence181

with mean free path calculated in microscopic modeling.182

• A photon produces the electron with the same energy and direction. In other words,183

we assume that all electron production is caused by photo-effect. Our calculations184

show that the assumption does not strongly affect the general modeling results,185

though for the typical parameters energetic electron production via the Compton186

effect usually dominates.187

• The direction of the electric field in each point is random.188

• Bremsstrahlung photons of the RREA are generated at a fixed distance (the avalanche189

length) in the direction of the electric field at the point of the RREA origin. All190

generated photons have the same energy and move alongside the electric field in191

the RREA origin. The number of bremsstrahlung photons generated by the RREA192

follows the Poisson distribution with a given average which is called the local mul-193

tiplication factor.194

The multiplication factor is the ratio of the number of particles in one generation195

to that of the previous generation. The local multiplication factor is the mean number196

of gamma-photons generated by one gamma-photon in one multiplication process. The197

described simplifications give the model an important advantage: the opportunity to char-198

acterize the system dynamics using only two parameters — the size of the modeling re-199

gion (the size of the cloud, which is considered cubic) and the local multiplication fac-200

tor. The avalanche length has a small effect on the simulation results. The local mul-201

tiplication factor describes many parameters including the angle between the electron202

velocity and the electric field in the strong field region (for large angles, the electron ”dies”203

without starting the avalanche) and the actual distribution of the field inside the cell.204

Figure 7 illustrates the rate of production of high energy photons in the completely205

random reactor model for different values of the multiplication factor. A lifetime of one206

generation is the time of photon propagation before its interaction, it can be estimated207

as cell length plus gamma-ray free path length divided by the speed of light, which gives208

about 1 µs. Figure 7(a) demonstrates the dramatic increase of the number of gamma-209

photons on the time scale of TGF. Figure 7(b) is obtained for the electric field structure210

of less size (1200 m instead of 1250 m), which leads to a decrease of multiplication fac-211

tor down to 1. As a result, the system exhibits a TGE-like mode with approximately con-212

stant energetic particle flux.213

4 Analytical completely random reactor model214

The developed analytical model of the avalanche dynamics is based on the follow-215

ing assumptions:216
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Figure 7. The dependence of the number of gamma-rays on the gamma-ray generation num-

ber, calculated using the macroscopic simulation (altavir, 2020). (Cell length is 300 meters, mean

free path of photons is set to 100 meters, the initial number of high energy photons is 100.) (a)

a TGF-like mode with the rapid increase of the number of gamma-rays: multiplication factor is

1.5 (cloud size is 1250 meters). (b) a mode similar to a gamma-ray glow or TGE: a long-duration

flux of approximately constant intensity. The multiplication factor is close to 1 (cloud size is 1200

meters).

• The electric field is completely random at any given point, which makes gamma-217

ray local multiplication isotropic.218

• The electric field outside cells is under-critical.219

• The critical electric field and the air density in the cloud is uniform.220

• All gamma-rays have the same energy determined by bremsstrahlung of RREAs.221

• Gamma-photon emitted by the RREA is generated in the point of interaction of222

the initial gamma-photon leading to the production of this RREA.223

• The energetic photon can leave the system in two ways: by escaping the thunder-224

cloud or by losing energy via the production of a runaway electron.225

• The system is axially symmetrical. The simulated volume (the thundercloud) is226

a cylinder with a height H and a radius R.227

With the assumptions above, the dynamics of gamma-rays in the thundercloud can228

be described by the reactor diffusion equation:229

D∆n(t, r, z)− cΣn(t, r, z) + νcΣn(t, r, z) =
∂n(t, r, z)

∂t
(2)

(n(~r, t, z) is gamma-ray concentration, D = cλ
3 — diffusion coefficient, λ — mean230

free path length for gamma-rays, Σ = 1
λγ→e−

— mean macroscopic cross-section of run-231

away electron production by a gamma-photon, ν — local multiplication factor. All the232

mentioned parameters are defined by the structure of the electric field and by air den-233

sity.234

The term −cΣn is responsible for gamma-ray extinction via the production of run-235

away electrons. The term νcΣ is responsible for gamma-ray production via RREA bremsstrahlung.236

The creation of a RREA takes a considerable amount of energy from the photon, which237

is absorbed shortly afterward. For this reason, we use the assumption that macroscopic238

cross-sections of gamma extinction and gamma multiplication are equal, as two param-239

eters describe the same process. Strictly speaking, the cross-section of gamma-ray mul-240

tiplication is a little bit higher than that of the extinction because one gamma might be241

energetic enough to produce more than one RREA.242

The Laplace operator for the system with the axial symmetry is written as follows:243
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∆2 +
∂2

∂2z
(3)

The departure of particles from the cloud is described by the following boundary244

condition:245

n(t, r, z)|r=R = 0, (4)

n(t, r, z)|z=0,H = 0 (5)

Let us present an eigenfunction as the product of the spatial and the temporal parts:246

n(r, z, t) = Nkm(t)nkm(r, z) (6)

Taking into account the boundary conditions, nkm are taken as eigenfunctions of247

the Laplace operator:248

nkm(r, z) = Jk(
akr

R
)sin(

(m+ 1)πz

H
) (7)

Here ak are zeros of Bessel functions. The temporal part of the solution is described249

by the following equation:250

Nkm(t)

(
3(ν − 1)

λλγ→e−
− (

ak
R

)2 − (
(m+ 1)π

H
)2
)

=
3

λc

dAkm
dt

(8)

For simplicity, the initial condition is chosen as follows:251

Nkm|t=0 = N0 = const, (9)

which leads to the following solution:252

n(r, z, t) = N0 ·
inf∑

k,m=0

Jk

(ak · r
R

)
sin

(
(m+ 1)πz

h

)
eεkmt, (10)

εkm =
λc

3

(
3(ν − 1)

λλγ→e−
−
(ak
R

)2
−
(

(m+ 1)π

H

)2)
(11)

An infinite feedback occurs when at least one of the terms in 11 has εkm > 0. The253

higher k and m, the lower εkm. Consequently, if ε00 is slightly more than 0 then other254

terms decreases over time. Taking into account that the thundercloud becomes discharged255

earlier than the second term of the sequence starts to grow only the first term determines256

the gamma-ray dynamics:257

n(r, z, t) = N0 · J0
(a0 · r

R

)
sin
(πz
H

)
eεt, (12)

ε =
λc

3

(
3(ν − 1)

λλγ→e−
−
(

2.405

a

)2

−
(π
h

)2)
(13)
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a0 = 2.405. ε is called the “global multiplication factor”: if ε > 0 then the num-258

ber of gamma-rays produced by the reactor-like thunderstorm grows exponentially, in259

other words, the reactor system explodes. Thus, the criterion of the reactor explosion260

is as follows:261

λc

3

(
3(ν − 1)

λλγ→e−
−
(a0
R

)2
−
(π
h

)2)
> 0 (14)

The criterion of reactor explosion not only depends on the local properties of the262

electrical structure characterized by the local multiplication factor ν. Whether there is263

a gamma-ray explosion or not depends on the size of the thundercloud as well. The larger264

the reactor, the smaller the value of the electric field is required for the explosion. It should265

be noted that for the spatially infinite thundercloud (R = ∞, H = ∞) the criterion266

of the explosion takes the form ν > 1.267

Gamma-ray flux generated by the random reactor thundercloud can be simply de-268

rived from the formula Φ = D∇n. As TGFs are observed mostly from the top and from269

the bottom of thunderstorms, we consider the case of observation close to the zenith or270

nadir, then the flux is as follows:271

|Φ(r, t)|
∣∣∣∣
z=0,H

=
λc

3

∂n(r, z, t)

∂z

∣∣∣∣
z=0,H

=
πλc

3H
N0 · J0

(
2.405 · r

R

)
eεt (15)

The equation 15 describes the exponential growth of the flux typical of the begin-272

ning of TGF and characterizes the dependence of flux on the radius from the axis of the273

system.274

4.1 Local multiplication factor275

The local multiplication factor is the number of gamma-photons produced by the276

initial gamma-photon on the current stage of the RREA development. The assumption277

of the arbitrary direction of the electric field in each point of the storm means that the278

electric field consists of multiple occasionally-directed cells. Let the value of the electric279

field within a cell be E, air density — ρ, cell length — L. These parameters determine280

the local multiplication factor, which can be described analytically in the following way.281

Let gamma-ray produce a runaway electron with random momentum direction at the282

beginning of a cell. Let the probability of RREA formation be equal to P . This prob-283

ability includes electron reversal so that it moves in the direction opposite to the elec-284

tric field direction and RREA formation after reversal. In this study, the probability of285

reversal is calculated using GEANT4. λe−→γ is the mean path of a runaway electron be-286

fore production of the energetic photon which is able to produce a runaway electron avalanche.287

The RREA e-folding length can be described as following, (J. R. Dwyer, 2007):288

λRREA =
7300 keV

E − ρ
ρ0
· 276 kV

m

(16)

Here ρ0 is the air density under normal conditions. If a gamma-ray produces a RREA289

at the beginning of the cell with probability P , then number of gamma-rays radiated by290

this avalanche can be found from the following equation:291

dNγ(z) =
dz

λe−→γ
· P · e

z
λRREA (17)

Consequently, the RREA during all the development produces the following num-292

ber of gamma-rays:293
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Nγ(L) = P · λRREA
λe−→γ

·
(
e

L
λRREA − 1

)
(18)

In the completely random reactor model a gamma-photon can interact with air in294

the cell at any point. Therefore local multiplication factor should be found as follows:295

ν =

∫ L

0

dl

L
Nγ(l) (19)

Thus the local multiplication factor is defined according to Formula 20:296

ν =
P

L

λRREA
λe−→γ

(
λRREAe

l
λRREA − λRREA − L

)
(20)

4.2 Local multiplication factor with electron transport between cells297

In the previous section, it was assumed that cells of the completely random struc-298

ture exchange only gamma-rays with each other. In this section, we take into account299

the exchange of runaway electrons between cells. The RREA development in a cell re-300

sults in the following number of runaway electrons:301

P

∫ L

0

dl

L
e

l
λRREA = P

λRREA
L

(
e

L
λRREA − 1

)
(21)

and gamma-rays:302

P

L

λRREA
λe−→γ

(
λRREAe

l
λRREA − λRREA − L

)
(22)

A runaway electron can enter the neighboring cell both along the field and against303

the field. If the runaway electron enters the cell along the electric field, it decelerates and304

does not produce gamma-rays. On the contrary, entering the cell against the electric field305

accelerates the electron, allowing the RREA creation. In the completely random case,306

the probability of the electron acceleration in the cell is 0.5. Let us assume that the prob-307

ability of RREA creation in the cell by a runaway electron is P̃ . Therefore, on average,308

0.5·P̃ of transported runaway electrons form a new avalanche, which influences the lo-309

cal multiplication factor as follows. Runaway electrons reaching another (second) cell310

can form RREAs at the beginning of the second cell. That leads to the following num-311

ber of runaway electrons at the end of the second cell:312

0.5P̃P
λRREA
L

(
e

L
λRREA − 1

)
· e

L
λRREA (23)

RREAs developed in the second cell radiate gamma-rays:313

0.5P̃P
λRREA
L

(
e

L
λRREA − 1

)
· λRREA
λe−→γ

(
e

L
λRREA − 1

)
(24)

Similarly, the number of energetic particles in the third cell will differ from that314

in the second cell by the factor 0.5P̃ e
L

λRREA . Therefore, local multiplication factor in-315

fluenced by runaway electron transport can be calculated as follows:316
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ν =
P

L

λRREA
λe−→γ

(
λRREAe

l
λRREA − λRREA − L

)
+ 0.5P̃P

λRREA
L
·

·
(
e

L
λRREA − 1

) λRREA
λe−→γ

(
e

L
λRREA − 1

)
·
+∞∑
0

0.5P̃ e
L

λRREA

(25)

To consider a finite thundercloud we should limit the number of terms in the sum317

to ≈ L
R , where R is a characteristic size of the thunderstorm. In what follows, for sim-318

plicity, the infinite sum is calculated. For the case 0.5P̃ e
L

λRREA < 1 the local multipli-319

cation factor gets the following form:320

ν =
P

L

λRREA
λe−→γ

(
λRREAe

l
λRREA − λRREA − L

)
+

+
λRREA
λe−→γ

(
e

L
λRREA − 1

)
·

0.5P̃P λRREA
L

(
e

L
λRREA − 1

)
1− 0.5P̃ e

L
λRREA

(26)
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Figure 8. The diagram of the rate of multiplication of gamma-photons within the completely

random reactor model. The interaction of cells is ensured by gamma-photons propagation be-

tween cells (left plot, Formula 20) and propagation of gamma-photons and runaway electrons

(right plot, Formula 26). On the curve the local multiplication factor ν = 1. Above the curve

ν > 1 and gamma-rays multiply, under the curve ν < 1 and avalanche fades.

Figure 8 presents the criteria of the enhancement of the energetic flux in a cloud321

calculated for the altitude 10 km. The criterion is derived from the condition for the lo-322

cal multiplication factor: ν > 1. It could be seen from the comparison of Figure 8(right)323

to Figure 8(left), that the condition of the generation of gamma flash is rather achiev-324

able for the case with the transport of runaway electrons between cells.325

The proposed analytical is convenient for predicting the system behavior before the326

detailed simulation and provides a physical explanation for qualitative relations. For-327

mula 14 might be used as a necessary condition for infinite feedback in reactor-like sys-328

tems. The local multiplication factor should be estimated via formula 20 for solely gamma-329

ray exchange between cells and via formula 26 for a reactor system with the exchange330

of gamma-photons and runaway electrons between cells. The crucial parameters of the331

reactor system are the electric field strength, cell length, and air density, which affect332

local relativistic runaway electron dynamics, which influences local gamma-ray multi-333

plication. Air density and thunderstorm size affect macroscopic gamma-ray dynamics,334
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its transport between cells. It should be noted that the dependence of the system be-335

havior on the thunderstorm size is significant for the thunderstorm size less than 1.5 km336

(Figure 7), while for a larger system the size-depending term becomes negligible, For-337

mula 14.338

5 Discussion339

The paper analyzes the dynamics of RREAs in the thundercloud with the complex340

electric field distribution, demonstrating the impact of the new kind of positive feedback341

in the development of RREAs — “reactor feedback”. The proposed reactor model can342

describe both short intensive gamma-ray bursts like TGFs and long-scale particle fluxes343

like TGEs and gamma-glows, depending on the intensity of the interaction of the strong344

field regions in the cloud, Figure 7.345

The proposed “cell” concept can be considered as a next step on the way of descrip-346

tion of the RREA development in real thunderclouds, preceded by the model with uni-347

form electric field widely used in numerical modeling (J. R. Dwyer, 2007; Skeltved et al.,348

2014; Chilingarian et al., 2018). The system of cells can be used as a more accurate model349

of any electric field structure which creates RREAs.350

RREA dynamics in the cylindrical electric field of a lightning leader nonuniform351

field are analyzed in (Kutsyk et al., 2011; Babich, 2020). The system considered in (Kutsyk352

et al., 2011; Babich, 2020) demonstrates the feedback effect of RREA amplification in-353

fluenced by the system geometry, similarly to the present study. The cylindrical struc-354

ture of the electric field can be considered as the reactor structure consisting of thin ra-355

dial cells with the electric field directed to the axis of the cylinder. The RREA devel-356

oping in radial direction emit bremsstrahlung towards the axis and in this way ampli-357

fies RREAs in the opposite cells. The results of (Kutsyk et al., 2011; Babich, 2020) sup-358

ports the idea that the heterogeneity of thunderstorm electric field might lead to feed-359

back processes in RREA dynamics, enhancing fluxes of relativistic particles in a thun-360

derstorm. We would like to note that an arbitrary heterogeneity of the electric field can361

enhance the feedback because the radiation of the initial avalanche would easily reach362

other strong field regions.363

The reactor model can be conveniently applied to study real clouds within the main364

widely used models of the cloud charge distribution. The cloud electrical structure is of-365

ten described as a “classical tripole” or a “dipole”, though more complicated multi-layer366

geometries are discussed as well (Williams, 1989; Ette & Olaofe, 1982; Rust & Marshall,367

1996). The widely used layered models regardless of the number of charge layers include368

the system of two regions with the quasi-uniform critical electric field of opposite direc-369

tion. This system experiences the reactor feedback because runaway electrons acceler-370

ated in one cell move towards the cell with the opposite direction of the electric field.371

Other simple geometries exhibiting the reactor feedback are “cylindrical” and “spher-372

ical” discussed in (Kutsyk et al., 2011). All mentioned geometries might lead to infinite373

feedback in RREA dynamics, while the electric field strength and cell length required374

for reactor explosion depend on the parameters of the charge structure. The modeling375

results shown in Figure ?? enable estimating the size of “cells” sufficient for infinite feed-376

back being in range 50–500 m. The reactor model demonstrates the multiplication of avalanches377

if the cell is larger than the avalanche e-folding length. Investigations of the electrical378

structure of clouds, including direct measurements, indicate its heterogeneity. The re-379

sults of the balloon- and aircraft-based measurements in thunderclouds show that the380

scale of heterogeneity of the electric field can lie within the estimated range of infinite381

feedback: 50–500 m (Marshall et al., 1995; Marshall & Stolzenburg, 1998; Stolzenburg382

& Marshall, 2008). For this reason, we assume that the proposed mechanism of the re-383

actor feedback can be important for the RREA development in real clouds.384
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The presented consideration of the random reactor model provides new opportu-385

nities for diagnostics of TGF and TGE mechanism. The crucial property of the RREA386

development is its gamma-ray radiation pattern. The conventional RREA mechanism387

in the uniform electric field leads to bremsstrahlung in a narrow cone directed backward388

to the electric field (J. R. Dwyer, 2008). In the random reactor model, the electric field389

in each cell might have any direction, thus the pattern can be wide-angled or even quasi-390

isotropic, Formula 11. The thundercloud with the reactor structure might radiate gamma-391

rays up, down, and, possibly, sideways with approximately the same brightness, depend-392

ing on the electric field geometry. The analysis of the angular distribution of observed393

TGFs leads to the conclusion that TGF sources have a wider angular distribution than394

directed one (Hazelton et al., 2009; Gjesteland et al., 2011). However, a wide gamma-395

ray emission angle implies much more relativistic particles within thunderstorms dur-396

ing TGFs than with directed radiation to fit observable from space gamma-ray fluxes.397

In a reactor-like thunderstorm infinite feedback is achieved via interaction between dif-398

ferent parts of the storm, allowing the creation of a great number of relativistic parti-399

cles: in the runaway electron avalanche mechanism RREAs are developed in the strong400

field region, while in the reactor model all the cloud is engaged in the RREA produc-401

tion and several strong field regions amplify RREAs within each other.402

The reactor mechanism can produce a TGF or a TGE depending on the electri-403

cal structure of the cloud, which defines the global multiplication factor 11. The feed-404

back effect can lead to the auto-tuning of the charge distribution. increasing the discharg-405

ing for higher values of the electric field and slowing the discharging as the electrical field406

strength decreases. A nearby lightning flash usually terminates a TGE or gamma-glow407

(Chilingarian et al., 2017; Wada et al., 2019). The reactor model provides a new pos-408

sible relation between a lightning flash and a RREA. Namely, a lightning flash can de-409

crease the electric field below the critical value in some part of a cloud, while the field410

in other regions would remain sufficient for the RREAs development. In other words,411

some strong field regions will be destroyed and some will remain, making possible the412

flux continuing after a lightning discharge in the cloud. The described effect might lead413

to multi-pulse TGF or TGF afterglow if the global multiplication factor falls below zero414

after the lightning discharge. What is more, a charge transition caused by a lightning415

discharge might increase the heterogeneity of the electric field in the cloud, leading to416

TGF or gamma-glow initiation via the reactor feedback. The described possibility is a417

mechanism of energetic flux production by a lightning discharge, different from the light-418

ing leader model. The local increase of the electric field in the reactor model may ex-419

plain the TGE-like intensification of energetic flux following a gamma-glow reported in420

(Wada et al., 2019).421

We assume that the RREAs can demonstrate the reactor-like behavior in a wide422

variety of heterogeneous electric field structures, as far as the only necessary condition423

is that the bremsstrahlung of one avalanche reaches the cell where other avalanches de-424

velop. Therefore, the investigation of the thunderstorm electric field structure is crucial425

for understanding the physics of the RREAs and their gamma-emission.426

6 Conclusions427

In this paper, a new feedback mechanism for relativistic runaway electron avalanches428

dynamics is proposed. The “reactor” feedback arises in complex thunderstorm electric429

field structures due to high energy particles exchange between different strong field re-430

gions in a thundercloud. The analysis of the completely random reactor model shows that431

the feedback can cause the self-sustaining development of relativistic electron avalanches,432

which can lead to an energetic particle flux of long duration, similar to a gamma-glow433

or TGE. Moreover, the presented mechanism with more intense feedback can produce434

a TGF. Based on the analytical consideration and modeling results we show that strong435

field regions of size 50–500 m with different field direction are required for the reactor436
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feedback. The distinguishing observable feature of the reactor mechanism is a wide-angle437

direction diagram of the resulting gamma-radiation, which is in accordance with mea-438

surements reported in (Hazelton et al., 2009; Gjesteland et al., 2011). We assume that439

the RREAs can demonstrate the reactor-like behavior in a wide variety of heterogeneous440

electric field structures, as far as the only necessary condition is that the bremsstrahlung441

of one avalanche reaches the cell where other avalanches develop. Therefore, the inves-442

tigation of the thunderstorm electric field structure is crucial for understanding the physics443

of the RREAs and their gamma-emission.444
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Appendix A: Gamma-radiation dynamics in the model with relativis-553

tic feedback554

Let us consider the dynamics of RREAs with relativistic feedback and external source555

of seed particles. We aim to calculate the dependence of the particle flux on time for the556

cell of length L with the flux of seed electrons ISE . The feedback coefficient γ is the num-557

ber of RREAs produced by one avalanche. The increase in the number of avalanches in558

case of zero flux of seed particles is provided only by feedback:559

dNRREA = NRREA(0) · (γ − 1) · c
2L
dt (27)

where NRREA(0) is the number of runaway electron avalanches in the cell at the560

initial moment. 2L
c is the duration of one feedback cycle, equal to twice the time of pho-561

ton propagation through the cell. The factor (γ − 1) means that (γ − 1) new RREAs562

are born in one cycle of feedback. If γ = 1, then the avalanches are self-sustaining: NRREA =563

const. The solution to 27 is:564

NRREA(t) = NRREA(0) · e c
2L (γ−1)t (28)

For γ = 1 all RREAs developed in the cell remain there. Consequently, in case565

of the flux of seed electrons ISE , the accumulation of avalanches occurs as follows:566

dNRREA = ISE · S · dt (29)

where S is the area of the cell perpendicular to the field direction. Thus, under the567

considered conditions, the number of avalanches grows linearly with time:568

NRREA(t) = ISE · S · t (30)

In the presence of feedback and seed particles the number of avalanches takes the569

following form:570

dNRREA = NRREA · (γ − 1) · c
2L
dt+ ISE · S · dt (31)

By replacing α = NRREA + 2L
c(γ−1)SISE , the equation is reduced to an equation571

with separable variables, the solution of which with initial condition NRREA(0) = 0 is572

as follows:573

NRREA(t) = NRREA(0)e
c
2L (γ−1)t + ISES

2L

(γ − 1)c
(e

c
2L (γ−1)t − 1) (32)
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There is an alternative approach to the same problem. Let ISESdτ of seed parti-574

cles arrive at the cell at the moment τ . Then by the time t they will multiply due to rel-575

ativistic feedback, and their number will become equal to dNRREA = ISESe
c
2L (γ−1)(t−τ)dτ .576

Integration of this expression over τ leads to the Formula 32 describing the number of577

avalanches in a cell. Provided that one RREA produce Nparticles from RREA particles578

(for example, high energy photons or runaway electrons) during one feedback cycle, the579

total number of particles of these type depends on time as follows:580

Nparticles total(t) = Nparticles from RREA ·NRREA(t) (33)

The same formalism can be applied to the analytical completely random reactor581

model. We define the global multiplication factor ε = γ − 1. Then the increase in the582

concentration of high energy photons in the point (r, z) at the moment t is following:583

dn(r, z, t) =
∂ncosmic

∂t
dt+ n(r, z, t) · εdt (34)

The solution of 34 satisfying the initial condition n(r, z, 0) ≡ n0 is:584

n(r, z, t) = n0e
εt +

∂ncosmic
∂t

ε
·
(
eεt − 1

)
(35)

The presented consideration leads to the following conclusion, common for all mod-585

els of feedback in the dynamics of RREAs. In case of γ = 1 the flux grows linearly, the586

avalanches are self-sustaining. The linear increas of the number of RREAs NRREA(t) =587

ISESt can be obtained from Formula 32 by Taylor expansion in the small parameter (γ−588

1). Therefore, even at γ = 1, TGF can be generated by the feedback mechanism. For589

γ > 1 gamma-ray flux increases exponentially in time. γ < 1 leads to the exponential590

decay of the flux with the asymptotic constant value, which is higher than RREAs ra-591

diation without feedback by a factor 1
1−γ . For (γ < 1) the factor

(
e
c
2L (γ−1)t − 1

)
de-592

creases in time (this factor is negative, and (γ − 1) in the denominator of Formula 32593

is also negative, therefore, the total number of avalanches is positive). The resulting dy-594

namics of the number of RREAs is an exponential growth gradually turning into a con-595

stant value. The greater the γ, the greater the final constant flux. Thus, strong feedback596

is not required to describe gamma-glows and TGE. Finally, if the initial gamma-ray flux597

is high, for example, just after TGF peak, and (γ < 1), then the flux will decay expo-598

nentially. This fact might explain TGF afterglows within the framework of models of RREAs599

dynamics with feedback (relativistic feedback model or reactor model), Figure 9.600

7 Appendix B: Microscopic simulation601

The modeling of RREA evolution is carried out using GEANT4 toolkit in two stages.602

In the first stage, a mean free path of a gamma-photon is calculated. A rectangular vol-603

ume with air is modeled, at the end of which the detector is located. A 7 MeV gamma-604

photon is launched in the direction of the detector. Increasing the distance to the de-605

tector, we find the mean free path of the gamma-photon. The results of modeling for dif-606

ferent values of the air density are presented in Figure 4. The mean free path does not607

depend on the magnitude of the electric field, since gamma-photons do not interact with608

the electric field directly. The second stage of modeling provides information on the char-609

acteristic run length of the gamma-photon before the generation of an electron with crit-610

ical energy. A gamma-photons is launched in a rectangular air cell with a 4 km length.611

As the particle moves in the cell, secondary particles are generated. Information on sec-612

ondary electrons is registered at the moment of birth and then they are taken out of con-613

sideration in order to get rid of their influence on the simulation results. After receiv-614
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Figure 9. Dynamics of the gamma-ray flux within the reactor feedback model in the presence

of an external constant source of seed particles, approximation of modeling results, Formula 32. γ

is the average ratio of the number of particles in the next generation of feedback to the number

of particles in the current generation.

ing information about the created electrons, one can filter out particles whith under-critical615

energy for the corresponding electric field strength. The filtered data may be approx-616

imated as follows: dNe−(z) = Nγ(0)e
− z
λγ dz

λe−
, λγ —- gamma flow attenuation length,617

Nγ(0) — initial number of gamma, λe− — mean free path of gamma governing the pro-618

duction of a RREA, Ne−(z) — number of electrons with the energy above the thresh-619

old.620

8 Appendix C: macroscopic simulation621

The developed macroscopic simulation does not directly track the time, instead each622

particle is characterized by a number of its generation, which is increased by one for each623

particle created by the considered one. The lifespan of one generation is the time for a624

relativistic particle to travel back and forth through a cell 50–150 m long, which is about625

1 µs. All particles in one generation are computed in parallel with automatic scaling on626

the number of processor cores present in the system. The computation of the genera-627

tion is done lazily, which means that the next generation is computed only when it is re-628

quested. The described approach allows to automatically stop the simulation when the629

number of particles in the simulation exceeds the given threshold, leading to a signifi-630

cant optimization of modeling of the exponential process.631
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